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ABSTRACT :A person’s attitude is reflected using his behavior. If we want to know a person’s behavior, we 

can ask to his friend about him. With the growing importance of social media, researchers made social media as 

a business review machine. Using sentiment analysis on reviews, product’s market value, lifespan of product 

etc. can be predicted. Social media can also be helpful to get reaction of public on some social issue. This will 

help to politicians for analyzing the impact of social issue on public’s mood. Sentiment analysis of reviews from 

different social media such as short texts are insufficient for analysis. The main idea behind the proposed system 

is to make use of social media which is immensely active i.e. Facebook and use the posts which are posted. 

Using sentiment analysis and Natural Language Processing (NLP) on posts, disasters are extracted (riots, 

accidents, traffic issue, natural calamities etc.) and using Naïve Bays classification technique disasters are 

classified. The challenges are processing of unstructured data and finding the annotated data. In this paper we 

find the solution for above challenges which will be beneficial for our system and provide solution to handle 

unstructured data easily. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Sentiment analysis is all about finding the emotions, moods, opinions etc. from the training data. 

Sentiment analysis can be seen as a Natural Language Processing (NLP) task. To understand the emotions from 

text NLP is needed. The challenge is to find out sentiments from unstructured data, this can be easily done with 

the help of NLP. Basic task of researchers is to make polar classification. Sentiments can be classified into 

Positive, Negative and Neutral classes. For example, if a review contains words like good, awesome, excellent 

etc. about a product then it will be classified into a positive class. Or if words like bad, disgusting, worst etc. 

appears in the review then it will be classified into negative class.If review contains words like quite good, not 

bad, etc. then it will be classified into neutral class Sentiment analysis is best platform for researchers to focus 

on commercial domains. Movie review can be done with help of posts. Review technique is also quite helpful 

for visitors. Restaurant review, hotel review, city review, product review etc. these are various commercial 

domains, where sentiment analysis can do the magic for researchers. The basic task is to extract the data from 

short text posts using NLP and finding the emotions from it. Sometimes unstructured data is difficult to handle 

when user write something good about product and at same instance he does the bad review rating.This 

challenges have to overcome, which can be done with using preprocessing and NLP. Many research has done 

work on sentiments that we are using in day to day life. Weather forecasting, Cricket match score prediction etc. 

are the few examples of it. We can do more with it. We can train a laptop device with laptop owner’s activities. 

Like, at what time he often uses laptop or for what job on laptop he likes to hear music for example: while doing 

power point presentation. According to situation laptop will perform differently. Similarly, we can give our data 

to coffee machine and according to our emotion it will make coffee. Sometimes it may get wrong but most 

probably it will be surprised for owner. Sentiment analysis has many more exploratory applications, above is 

just an example. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
Hase Sudeep Kisan, et al. 2016 [1]Cloud platform is used to incorporate the sentimental analysis process of 

social media data using the NLP libraries. The analysis is evaluated and put into effect to handle recent affairs 
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and activities in the world. Cloud implementation proves to be a boon in terms of improvements, efficiency and 

growth. Hashtags are used to express a certain feeling on twitter. Hashtags of various kinds forms group of 

various tweets and can be searched using the hashtags and then the calculation of sentiment is done. REST 

API’s can be used in order to control the twitter data. It uses OAuth for identifying authorised users. OAuth is 

an open standard for authorization. Using OAuth, the user need not share his passwords for logging into third 

party websites, the user can log in using his/her social media account. The library used by twitter API is called 

as the twitter4j. NLP tools are provided by Stanford core NLP for sentimental analysis. 

Wei Yen Chong, et al. 2014 [2]Structure of tweets is different than normal text. The major difference between 

tweets and normal texts are structure of sentence, length of sentence and data available. Tweets can be 

categorized in three sections: positive, negative and neutral. Accuracy and precision are used to evaluate 

performance. Tweets are converted into a language a machine can read using Txt Pre-processing. Various 

machine learning algorithms can be used for classification, for example, Naive Bayes, Decision tree and support 

vector machine. 

Deebha Mumtaz, et al. 2016 [3]The main aim of this research paper is to perform sentiment analysis on movie 

review data. To find the polarity of a review as positive, negative or neutral, Senti-lexical algorithm is proposed. 

A method to handle words which have negative effect have been proposed and use of emoticons is also 

discussed. Bo Pang et al has used movie review to train algorithms that finds the sentiment in it. Movie reviews 

are best example for analysis as they mention clear opinion. 

Paolo Nesi, et al 2015 [4]This paper presents a distributed framework for crawling web documents and running 

Natural Language Processing tasks in a parallel fashion. The system is based on the Apache Hadoop ecosystem 

and its parallel programming paradigm, called MapReduce. In the specific, we implemented a MapReduce 

adaptation of a GATE application and framework (a widely used open source tool for text engineering and 

NLP). A validation is also offered in using the solution for extracting keywords and key phrase from web 

documents in a multi-nod Hadoop cluster. Evaluation of performance scalability has been conducted against a 

real corpus of web pages and documents. 

 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Study Facebook posts and implement Sentiment Analysis using Natural Language Processing on it and classify 

them as natural calamities, accident, traffic issues, riots etc. According to classification and post verification the 

appropriate notification alert should be send to the domain users. 

 

IV. OBJECTIVES 
The distinct objectives of this system are to ensure 

 The Facebook comment posted by the user is pre-processed using Sentimental Analysis and Natural 

Language Processing. 

 Using Sentimental analysis, the pre-processed comments is classified into different classes. 

 The classification of the pre-processed comments is verified using Natural Language Processing 

(NLP). 

 Appropriate notifications alert according to corresponding processed comments is sent to the domain 

users. 

 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
In proposed system we are developing dual sentiment analysis system. In this proposed system we take 

two users in this system admin and multiple users. Admin can add the users and remove the users. User gives 

comment on particular disaster. Comment is in composite form; system first will split it into words and apply 

the sentiment analysis using Natural Language Processing. After applying NLP on comment text extract the 

opinion and targets from comment using the Stanford NLP and give it to the sentiment analysis. 

 
Fig.1: System Analysis Proposed Architecture 
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VI. Scope 
Following are some highlighted scope:  

 Fetching Facebook post using developers       account  

 Process the post using NLP stages Tokenization, Remove Stop words, Stemming. 

 Categorizations of post based on Traffic Issues, Riots, Accidents, Natural Calamity and perform 

sentiment Analysis. 

 To find the categories of the post API will be use and for the sentiment analysis stand ford core NLP 

Jar will be use. 

Categorization of sentiment as Positive, Negative, Neutral Graphical view of analysis. 

 

VII. Algorithm Used 
Naïve Bayes Algorithm 

1. Naïve Bayes Classifier 

In machine learning, creating a model for given problem statement is the major concern. Many techniques are 

available for creating a model. Classification and Regression are the examples of machine learning models. 

Naïve Bayes classifier is a supervised machine learning classification algorithm. It is an example of generative 

probabilistic model. Classification technique is a supervised learning task. Supervised learning means, while 

creating a model with the tuple contains data with its output label. Classification task is to classify the test data 

into appropriate class as per the output of the model. Naïve Bayes works on the probabilistic model as it works 

on probabilities. 

Let’s, understand this with the help of example. 

Let’s say, there are 2 classes  

Class 1: Accident (A) 

Class 2: Riot (R)     

If an incoming data as a test data is given to the model say, “Two vehicles meet at mishap”. Model need to 

classify this sentence as accident or Riot. 

Firstly, model with calculate the probability of test instance with respect to accident class. 

 

P (Test instance/A) =0.6……. (Assume) 

P (Test instance/R) =0.4……. (Assume) 

 

According to majority class rule the test instance will classify as accident. 

In Naïve Bayes model, as we working with probability there are many probability terms: 

 

1) Prior probability:-It is the probability calculation where we will not consider evidence. 

2) Posterior Probability:-In this we consider the evidence and calculate the probability called posterior 

probability. 

3) Likelihood: -Probability calculation in vicinity of object.   

 Naïve Bayes classifier is based on Bayes theorem. 

𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∗
𝐿𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑖ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑

𝐸𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒
 

 

     In proposed system Naïve Bayes classifier is used to classify different disasters. The main disasters, taken into 

consideration are accident, riots, traffic issues, and natural calamity. Natural calamities further include 

earthquake, tsunamis etc. Appropriate disaster classification is done by Naïve Bayes classifier in proposed 

system. 

2. Advantages 

 The Naïve Bayes algorithm is simple to implement. 

 Naive Bayes can be used to classify Binary and Multiclass. 

 This is a simple algorithm that depends on the execution of multiple samples. 

 Excellent choice for problems with text classification. This is a popular choice for the classification of 

spam e-mail. 

 

VIII. Conclusion 
In Proposed system, domain users will have awareness about the disaster which has recently occurred. 

This system converts the comments to notifications. This system works as a social cause system with the help of 

social networking platforms. Accessing data from social networking and making the world aware about 
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disasters, political activities etc. can be the future scope. Text notification can be the challenge for the existing 

system, developing own notification system will improve the efficiency of the proposed system. 
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